Tax Practice Series

The fastest answers to your tax questions.

BNA’s Tax Practice Series is written by the nation’s leading tax experts and gives you fast answers to virtually any tax question.

For more information, call 800.372.1033 or visit bna.com/tps3

David J. Canale
Partner/Principal, Ernst & Young LLP, Co-Author, Section 482, Allocations of Income and Deductions Between Related Taxpayers
Practitioner to Practitioner

Jennifer M. Smith
Associate, Wealth Management and Insurance Transactions Groups, Greenberg Traurig LLP, Author, Educational & Professional Expenses, Insurance Premiums, Advertising
BNA’s Tax Practice Series provides practitioners with an authoritative resource for finding solutions and developing strategies across the spectrum of taxation.

**Expert Analysis**
More than 275 chapters provide practical analysis for developing effective tax planning strategies. The Tax Practice Series covers:
- Compensation Planning
- Credits, Computations, and AMT
- Deductions
- Estates, Gifts and Trusts – Income, Estate, and Gift Taxation
- Exempt Organizations and Private Foundations
- Foreign Taxation
- Gross Income
- Partnerships
- C Corporations
- S Corporations
- Tax Accounting
- Tax Practice and Procedure

**Practice Tools**
- *Fast Answers: Federal Tax*
- Client Letters
- Forms Line-by-Line Guides
- Tables, Charts, and Lists
- Election Statements
- Federal Tax Calendar
- Federal Forms*
- State Forms*

**News and Commentary**
- Tax Practice Series Bulletin
- Weekly State Tax Report*
- IRS Practice Adviser Report*

**Source Documents**
- Laws and Regulations
  - Internal Revenue Code
  - Treasury Regulations
  - Proposed Regulations
  - Tax Legislation
  - State Tax Statutes*
  - State Tax Regulations*
- Agency Documents
  - Treasury Decision Preambles
  - IRS Documents
  - IRS Publications
  - Circular 230
  - CIPs/ISP Papers
- Cases*
  - Federal Tax Cases*
  - Tax Court Rules*
  - Court of Federal Claims Rules*
  - State Tax Cases*

* Optional
The BNA Tax & Accounting Center.
Your single, comprehensive source for quick answers to your toughest tax questions.

1. Quickly find anything you need by topic or Code section.
2. Quickly access all relevant primary sources.
3. Benefit from the wealth of experience and knowledge of BNA’s vast network of practitioners.
4. Access ongoing news and insights from leading practitioners and BNA’s award-winning editors and reporters, who keep you on the pulse of the latest tax rules and regulations, interpretations, and court rulings.
5. Quickly view the latest developments in federal tax with easy access to BNA’s unrivaled news publications, including the Daily Tax Report.
The Tax Practice Series is recognized as the leading research tool for finding the fastest and best answers to virtually any tax question – from partnerships to estate planning – and you’ll get practical insights provided by leading, expert practitioners.
**Quick Solutions**

More than 3,000 fast answers provide the solutions you need.

---

**Donald T. Williamson**
Partner, LaMonaca & Williamson, CPAs,
Author, Various S Corporation Chapters,
Tax Practice Series

**Fast Answers: Federal Tax** are concise, yet cover a wide range of topics including Individual Tax, Business Entity Tax, International Tax, Tax Exempt Organizations, and more.
Client Letters & Comprehensive Outlines

Client Letters

Client Letters help you contact current and prospective clients to alert them to tax savings opportunities.

Comprehensive Outlines

A comprehensive outline of each chapter helps you pinpoint specific topics and provides a contextual framework.

Client Letters use plain English to clearly explain the concepts of proposed plan options, legal procedures, and comprehensive yet simple descriptions of the tax law.
Try Tax Practice Series for Free

Visit bna.com/tps3 or call 800.372.1033

Save Time

with practical analytical research, compliance, and productivity tools.

Spend Less

time guessing and more time doing with the help of expert insights.

Find More

answers to your questions regarding more than 275 tax topics.

From research to implementation, we help you get the answers you need. BNA Tax & Accounting offers you a unique practical perspective through our Tax Practice Series, working papers, news, and commentary.

BNA provides you with practitioner-written expert analysis through more than 275 Tax Practice Series chapters. In each chapter, you’ll find a brief history of the transaction or issue and scenario analysis featuring alternative ways to approach the issue, client communication material (letters, etc.), and links to cited sources.

In addition, a new feature, Fast Answers: Federal Tax, offers thousands of questions and answers that target the most critical issues in tax law.

The Tax Practice Series allows you to:

• Save time with practical analytical research, compliance, and productivity tools that help you expand your practice and increase the value you bring to your clients
• Spend less time guessing and more time doing with the help of expert insights into understanding and handling tax compliance and management issues
• Find answers to your questions regarding more than 275 tax topics
• Be confident with examples and official regulatory text that clarify the issues and provide expert-practitioner authored reference materials

To learn more about BNA Tax & Accounting, contact your BNA Representative at 800.372.1033.